SUMMER STUDIOS 2009
APPLICATION TO REGISTER INTEREST

The Faculty is offering 2 summer design studios available to students in Levels 3 -5 of the Bachelor of Environmental Design and Bachelor of Architecture programs to be undertaken in the summer of 2009 (early January – mid February 2009).

Students should note that the India studio is offered to Environmental Design, Architecture and Landscape Architecture students and can only be taken as ARCT3301, ARCT4401, ARCT4403 or either of ARCT5500 or 5501; and LACH2201, LACH2202, LACH3301, LACH3302, LACH4401, LACH4403. The Perth studio is offered to Environmental Design & Architecture students and can only be taken as ARCT3301, ARCT4401, ARCT4403 or either of ARCT5500 or 5501.

NAME: _____________________________________________________

STUDENT ID: _______________  Current studio level:______________

STUDIO UNIT CODE FOR SUMMER STUDIO (see list above): __________

EMAIL: ____________________________ PHONE: _________________

(PLEASE NOTE THAT WE CAN ONLY CORRESPOND WITH A UWA STUDENT EMAIL ADDRESS AND THAT ALL CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO THE SUMMER STUDIO WILL BE UNDERTAKEN BY EMAIL)

Please indicate which studio you would like to be considered for. If you are interested in both studios please number them in order of preference:

[ ] India Overseas Studio
[ ] Perth Metropolitan Studio

For more information about any of the studios including information about eligibility and enrolment please refer to:

APPLICATIONS CLOSE 13TH JUNE 2008

Submit this form to Bianca Howells, FAO, Room 1.14, PH: 6488 1550, Bianca.Howells@uwa.edu.au by the 13th June, 2008 deadline.

PLEASE NOTE:

ALL STUDIOS ARE SUBJECT TO RECEIVING MINIMUM VIABLE NUMBERS.

Selection: Where more applications are received than places are available senior students will be given preference. Any further selection will either be by ballot, or academic merit depending on the studio.

Students will advised of their application’s success or otherwise by 11th July, 2008 to satisfy deadlines for UWA scholarships for the India Studio (8th August, 2008) and if need be changes to Semester 2, 2008 enrolment with UWA Census date (15th August, 2008).